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State seeks all-clean power by 2045
Brown signs measure
to eliminate fossil fuels
for generating electricity
By JONATHAN J. COOPER
ASSOCIATED PRESS

SACRAMENTO — California
has set a goal of phasing out
electricity produced by fossil
fuels by 2045 under legislation
signed Monday by Gov. Jerry Brown, who said the policy
should serve as a model for other states and nations.

Brown, who has positioned
California as a global leader
in the effort to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, approved
the measure as he prepares to
host a summit in San Francisco of climate change leaders
from around the world starting
Wednesday.
The new law, along with an
executive order Brown signed
directing California to take as
much carbon dioxide out of the
air as it emits, represent the latest in a string of ambitious environmental initiatives as Cali-

fornia seeks to fill a void left by
President Donald Trump’s decision to withdraw from the Paris
climate accord and his efforts to
boost the coal industry.
“We want others to do likewise, and if enough people often enough do what is needed
we will curb global warming,”
Brown said in an interview with
the Associated Press. “But we’re
definitely at the beginning of
what’s going to be a long and difficult and contentious journey.”
The state is pushing to rapidly
expand adoption of electric vehi-

cles and has created a “cap and
trade” program to put a price
on carbon emissions, creating
incentives to reduce them. It’s
working toward a goal to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions by
40 percent over the next 12 years.
The efforts have drawn criticism from business groups worried about rising electric bills.
Some environmentalists say
Brown is too cozy with oil and
gas interests and plan to disrupt
the San Francisco summit.
The renewable energy measure would require the state’s

utilities to gen- INSIDE
erate 60 per- Administration
cent of their aims to roll back
energy
from regulations
wind,
solar on methane
and other spe- emissions / A10
cific renewable
sources
by
2030. That’s 10 percent higher
than the current mandate.
The goal would then be to
use only carbon-free sources to
generate electricity by 2045. It’s
merely a goal, with no mandate
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SMART LINE SAFETY » String of pedestrians killed by trains
prompts a local transportation adviser to request sidewalk gates

Crossings draw scrutiny

John Bolton

US says
PLO has
to close
its office
Order seen as Trump
move to put pressure on
Palestinians to negotiate
By KAREN DEYOUNG
AND LOVEDAY MORRIS
WASHINGTON POST
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A pedestrian crossing arm is raised as passengers disembark from a SMART train at the downtown Santa Rosa station in Railroad Square on
Monday. While automated barriers block vehicles from crossing tracks when a train is near, some crossings have nothing to block pedestrians.
By KEVIN FIXLER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

T

he growing number of
collisions between pedestrians and SMART trains
has placed heightened attention
on crossings throughout the
year-old North Bay commuter
rail line, prompting some advocates to call for additional measures to protect the public.
Steve Birdlebough, a retired
Santa Rosa attorney who is active in local transportation and
environmental groups, submitted a letter Monday to the Sonoma County Transportation Authority asking board members

to consider adding sidewalk
gates at SMART crossings to increase safety. He included photos of several locations where
bicyclists and people on foot are
able to proceed unhindered onto
the tracks if they miss flashing
lights and bells that warn of an
oncoming train.
“Railroads grew up with
at-grade crossings with gates
to protect cars from trains or
trains from cars,” said Birdlebough, who serves as the Sonoma County Transportation and
Land Use Coalition adviser
chair. “Pedestrians would hear
TURN TO SMART » PAGE A2

A SMART train travels south Monday at the Golf Course Drive
crossing in Rohnert Park.

The Trump administration
on Monday ordered the closure
of the Palestine Liberation Organization office in Washington,
saying that the PLO “has not
taken steps to advance the start
of direct and meaningful negotiations with Israel.”
The closure was announced
by the State Department shortly before White House national
security adviser John Bolton,
in his first major policy speech,
threatened U.S. punishment for
individuals and countries that
cooperate with the International Criminal Court, where the
Palestinians have lodged complaints against Israel.
“The United States supports
a direct and robust peace process,” Bolton said, “and we will
not allow the ICC, or any other
organization, to constrain Israel’s right to self-defense.”
The PLO is recognized by most
of the world as the “legitimate
representative” of Palestinians.
Its office in Washington, D.C. —
while not recognized as an embassy, since there is no recognition of a Palestinian state — is
one of the few Palestinian vehicles for communication with
the levers of U.S. power. It has
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Will US rockets become paid billboards?
By CHRISTIAN DAVENPORT
WASHINGTON POST

JONATHAN NEWTON / WASHINGTON POST

NASA’s vehicle assembly building is located at the
Kennedy Space Center on Merritt Island, Florida.
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WASHINGTON — The constant
creep of corporate America into all
aspects of everyday life — from the
Allstate Sugar Bowl to Minute Maid
Park — may soon conquer a new
frontier.
The final frontier.
NASA’s administrator Jim Bridenstine has directed the space agency to
look at boosting its brand by selling
naming rights to rockets and space-
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craft and allowing its astronauts to
appear in commercials and on cereal
boxes, as if they were celebrity athletes.
While officials stress that nothing
has been decided, the idea could mark
a giant cultural leap for the taxpayer-funded government agency and
could run into ethics regulations that
prevent government officials from using public office for private gain.
NASA has steadfastly stayed away
from endorsing any particular product or company — even going so far as

PROPERTY TAX PETITION: Bodega Bay group
takes first step in effort to leave tax district
supporting west county hospital / A3

to call the M&Ms astronauts gobble in
space “candy-coated chocolates” for
fear of even appearing to favor one
brand of candy.
But during a recent meeting of a
NASA advisory council, Bridenstine
announced he was standing up a committee to examine what he called the
“provocative questions” of turning
its rockets into corporate billboards
the way advertisements decorate
NASCAR racecars.
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